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society of information? This is a book about endless archives, image collections, bees plundering from
flower to flower and hunters crawling through the online wilderness. Alterazioni Video, Kari Altmann, Cory
Arcangel, Gazira Babeli, Kevin Bewersdorf, Luca Bolognesi, Natalie Bookchin, Petra Cortright, Aleksandra
Domanovic, Harm van den Dorpel, Constant Dullaart, Hans-Peter Feldmann, Elisa Giardina Papa, Travis
Hallenbeck, Jodi, Oliver Laric, Olia Lialina & Dragan Espenshied, Guthrie Lonergan, Eva and Franco
Mattes, Seth Price, Jon Rafman, Claudia Rossini, Evan Roth, Travess Smalley, Ryan Trecartin.
Beyond the Limits of Man - Politechnika Wrocławska. Oficyna Wydawnicza 2013

Italian Modernisms. Architecture and Construction in the Twentieth Century - Sergio Poretti 2013
The Cathedral Builders - Jean Gimpel 1988-01-01
Brave New World Revisited - Aldous Huxley 1965
Describes the shocking scientific devices and techniques available to any group in a position to manipulate
society
Little Mother - Cristina Ali Farah 2011
When civil war erupts in Somalia, cousins Domenica Axad and Barni are separated and forced to flee the
country. Barni manages to eke out a living in Rome, where she works as an obstetrician. Domenica wanders
Europe in a painful attempt to reunite her broken family and come to terms with her past. After ten years,
the two women reunite. When Domenica gives birth to a son, Barni, also known as Little Mother, is at her
side. Together with the new baby, Domenica and Barni find their Somali roots and start to heal the pain
they have suffered in war and exile. This powerful yet tender novel underscores the strength of women,
family, and community, and draws on the tenacious yearning for a homeland that has been denied.
Archives, Ancestors, Practices - Nathan Schlanger 2008-06-30
In line with the resurgence of interest in the history of archaeology manifested over the past decade, this
volume aims to highlight state-of-the art research across several topics and areas, and to stimulate new
approaches and studies in the field. With their shared historiographical commitment, the authors, leading
scholars and emerging researchers, draw from a wide range of case studies to address major themes such
as historical sources and methods; questions of archaeological practices and the practical aspects of
knowledge production; 'visualizing archaeology' and the multiple roles of iconography and imagery; and
'questions of identity' at local, national and international levels.
Heldenplatz - Thomas Bernhard 2010-08-01
Thomas Bernhard is widely considered to be one of the most important German playwrights in the post-war
era. Highly acclaimed, he has written over twenty plays and novels and gained a reputation as one of
Austria’s most controversial authors. Bernhard wrote Heldenplatz in 1988 as a response to the fiftieth
anniversary of the Anschluss (annexation) of Austria by Hitler’s Germany. Highly controversial in Austria,
the play concerns a Jewish professor who returns to Vienna after the Second World War and discovers that
his fellow Austrians are as anti-semitic as ever. ‘Heldenplatz’ is the square in Vienna where the Austrianborn Hitler made his first speech after the Anschluss. In Heldenplatz, Bernhard's final play, he explores the
shared isolation of people who have lost their bearings, along with most of their illusions.
The Isle of Masks - Pierdomenico Baccalario 2008
Eleven-year-old twins Jason and Julia, along with their friend Rick, search eighteenth-century Venice for
Peter Dedalus, the elusive inventor who created Kilmore Cove's Mirror House.
Collect the Wwworld. the Artist As Archivist in the Internet Age - Domenico Quaranta 2011-10
The last decade has seen an incredible growth in the production and distribution of images and other
cultural artefacts. The internet is the place where all these cultural products are stored, classified, voted,
collected and trashed. What is the impact of this process on art making and on the artist? Which kind of
dialogue is going on between amateur practices and codified languages? How does art respond to the
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Ingegneri-architetti della scuola romana di architettura. Ediz. italiana e inglese - Ruggero Lenci
2021
Breaking Dawn - Stephenie Meyer 2008-08-02
In the explosive finale to the epic romantic saga, Bella has one final choice to make. Should she stay mortal
and strengthen her connection to the werewolves, or leave it all behind to become a vampire? When you
loved the one who was killing you, it left you no options. How could you run, how could you fight, when
doing so would hurt that beloved one? If your life was all you had to give, how could you not give it? If it
was someone you truly loved? To be irrevocably in love with a vampire is both fantasy and nightmare woven
into a dangerously heightened reality for Bella Swan. Pulled in one direction by her intense passion for
Edward Cullen, and in another by her profound connection to werewolf Jacob Black, a tumultuous year of
temptation, loss, and strife have led her to the ultimate turning point. Her imminent choice to either join
the dark but seductive world of immortals or to pursue a fully human life has become the thread from which
the fates of two tribes hangs. This astonishing, breathlessly anticipated conclusion to the Twilight Saga
illuminates the secrets and mysteries of this spellbinding romantic epic. It's here! #1 bestselling author
Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated
companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view.
"People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A
literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times
Language and Meter - 2018-04-17
In Language and Meter, Dieter Gunkel and Olav Hackstein unite fifteen linguistic studies on a broad variety
of poetic traditions, including Homer, the Vedas, and Germanic alliterative verse.
Picasso - Marina Picasso 2010-12-15
Marina Picasso remembers being six years old and standing awkwardly in front of the gates of Picasso's
grand house near Cannes. She was there with her father and eight-year-old brother to collect from her
grandfather the weekly allowance that Picasso grudgingly gave his eldest son to support is family.
Sometimes they were sent away and on other occasions, the gates would be opened and they would walk
into the intimidating, exciting chaos of Picasso's studio to face the man himself and his unpredictable
moods. Looking back, Marina can understand why Picasso had so little interest in his grandchildren; but at
the time, she and her brother longed for him to love and understand them. Just a few miles away down the
Côte d'Azur, they led a hand-to-mouth existence. Her father was a weak man, reliant on his father for
everything and her mother lived in her own fantasy world; the family were therefore utterly dependent on
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Picasso. People assumed they were rich and privileged because they were Picassos and they were to live
their lives under the burden of these assumptions. It was this that caused Marina's brother to commit
suicide and when her father died Marina found herself in the ironic position of being one of the major heirs
to Picasso's estate.
Godard On Godard - Jean-luc Godard 1986-03-22
Jean-Luc Godard, like many of his European contemporaries, came to filmmaking through film criticism.
This collection of essays and interviews, ranging from his early efforts for La Gazette du Cinéma to his later
writings for Cahiers du Cinéma, reflects his dazzling intelligence, biting wit, maddening judgments, and
complete unpredictability. In writing about Hitchcock, Welles, Bergman, Truffaut, Bresson, and Renoir,
Godard is also writing about himself-his own experiments, obsessions, discoveries. This book offers
evidence that he may be even more original as a thinker about film than as a director. Covering the period
of 1950-1967, the years of Breathless, A Woman Is a Woman, My Life to Live, Alphaville, La Chinoise, and
Weekend, this book of writings is an important document and a fascinating study of a vital stage in
Godard's career. With commentary by Tom Milne and Richard Roud, and an extensive new foreword by
Annette Michelson that reassesses Godard in light of his later films, here is an outrageous self-portrait by a
director who, even now, continues to amaze and bedevil, and to chart new directions for cinema and for
critical thought about its history.
Historia Ludens - Alexander von Lünen 2019-09-20
This book aims to further a debate about aspects of "playing" and "gaming" in connection with history.
Reaching out to academics, professionals and students alike, it pursues a dedicated interdisciplinary
approach. Rather than only focusing on how professionals could learn from academics in history, the book
also ponders the question of what academics can learn from gaming and playing for their own practice,
such as gamification for teaching, or using "play" as a paradigm for novel approaches into historical
scholarship. "Playing" and "gaming" are thus understood as a broad cultural phenomenon that crosspollinates the theory and practice of history and gaming alike.
Schools of Architecture - Christopher Girot 1996
In this book you will find another manifestation of this sub-culture. It takes the form of a report on a
competition entitled 'The school of architecture as a subject of design', in which architectural students were
invited to design a school of architecture for the future. The organizer, the Netherlands Architecture
Institute, received over 400 entries from all over the world, from China to Mexico, from Sweden to
Australia. In addition to the space devoted to the winning designs, the book also provides a qualitative and
quantitative overview of the entries. In analysing the variety of answers to the competition brief it offers a
fascinating insight into the ambitions and dreams of a future generation of architects.
Behind the Door - Giorgio Bassani 2017-09-28
A new translation of Bassani's moving novel of childhood friendship and the unexpected loss of innocence
The years lived since then have not, in the end, been of any use: I haven't managed to remedy the suffering
which has remained there like a hidden wound, secretly bleeding. In the fourth book of the Romanzo di
Ferrara cycle, Bassani paints a moving portrait of a 1930s childhood in which even the familiar classroom
and playground dramas begin to reflect the sinister forces at work in fascist Italy. This powerful tale of
friendship and rivalry in the face of the ever encroaching spectre of adulthood adds yet another intricate
thread to Bassani's rich tapestry of his native city, Ferrara. 'Giorgio Bassani is one of the great witnesses of
this century, and one of its great artists' Guardian 'Powerful new translations . . . Bassani began as a poet,
and McKendrick's redelivery of this taut uncompromising fiction reveals resonance and generosity' Ali
Smith
Swiftiana - Jonathan Swift 1804

Socio-cultural aspects - Knowledge transfer - The discipline of Construction History The papers cover
various types of buildings and structures, from ancient times to the 21st century, from all over the world. In
addition, thematic papers address specific themes and highlight new directions in construction history
research, fostering transnational and interdisciplinary collaboration. Building Knowledge, Constructing
Histories is a must-have for academics, scientists, building conservators, architects, historians, engineers,
designers, contractors and other professionals involved or interested in the field of construction history.
On Ugliness - Umberto Eco 2011
Beauty and ugliness are two sides of the same coin; by ugliness we usually mean the opposite of beauty and
we often define the first in order to understand the nature of the second. But the various depictions of
ugliness over the centuries are richer and more unpredictable than is commonly thought. The striking
images and anthological quotations in On Ugliness lead us on an extraordinary journey through the
passions, terrors and nightmares of almost three thousand years, where acts of rejection go hand in hand
with touching instances of empathy, and an aversion to deformity is accompanied by seductive violations of
all classical canons. With his characteristic wit and erudition, Umberto Eco draws on examples in art and
literature from ancient times to the present day. Abundantly illustrated with demons, madmen, vile enemies
and disquieting presences, with freaks and the living dead, On Ugliness is conceived for a vast and diverse
readership, and is an invaluable companion volume to On Beauty.
Brave New World Revisited - Aldous Huxley 2014-01-01
When Aldous Huxley wrote his famous novel Brave New World, he did so with the sincere belief that the
dystopian world he created was a true possibility given the direction of the social, political and economic
world order. Written almost thirty years later, Brave New World Revisited is a re-evaluation of his
predictions based on the changes he had witnessed in the meantime. In this twelve-part essay, Huxley
argues that society is moving toward his dystopian vision even faster than he had originally assumed, and
provides his own suggestions on how to bring an end to this decadent decline. Brave New World Revisited
condemns symptoms of modern life such as overpopulation, propaganda and extreme government control
while providing a staunch defence of individualism. Despite being published over fifty years ago, the
problems identified in Brave New World Revisited are still startlingly relevant, lending a chilling
creditability to Aldous Huxley’s unsettling predictions. HarperTorch brings great works of non-fiction and
the dramatic arts to life in digital format, upholding the highest standards in ebook production and
celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the HarperTorch collection to build your digital
library.
The Smell of Hay - Giorgio Bassani 2014-08-07
Twilight - Stephenie Meyer 2007-07-18
Fall in love with the addictive, suspenseful love story between a teenage girl and a vampire with the book
that sparked a "literary phenomenon" and redefined romance for a generation (New York Times). Isabella
Swan's move to Forks, a small, perpetually rainy town in Washington, could have been the most boring
move she ever made. But once she meets the mysterious and alluring Edward Cullen, Isabella's life takes a
thrilling and terrifying turn. Up until now, Edward has managed to keep his vampire identity a secret in the
small community he lives in, but now nobody is safe, especially Isabella, the person Edward holds most
dear. The lovers find themselves balanced precariously on the point of a knife -- between desire and danger.
Deeply romantic and extraordinarily suspenseful, Twilight captures the struggle between defying our
instincts and satisfying our desires. This is a love story with bite. It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie
Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight
Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to
just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -The New York Times
Il tubo Innocenti - Ilaria Giannetti

Building Knowledge, Constructing Histories - Ine Wouters 2018-09-05
Building Knowledge, Constructing Histories brings together the papers presented at the Sixth International
Congress on Construction History (6ICCH, Brussels, Belgium, 9-13 July 2018). The contributions present
the latest research in the field of construction history, covering themes such as: - Building actors - Building
materials - The process of building - Structural theory and analysis - Building services and techniques il-tubo-innocenti-protagonista-invisibile-della-scuola-italiana-di-ingegneria

Saint Peter in the Vatican - 2011
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This is a powerful and gripping novel: a rare evocation of the intensity of commitment, the passion of
politics.
History of Construction Cultures Volume 1 - João Mascarenhas-Mateus 2021-08-01
History of Construction Cultures Volume 1 contains papers presented at the 7ICCH – Seventh International
Congress on Construction History, held at the Lisbon School of Architecture, Portugal, from 12 to 16 July,
2021. The conference has been organized by the Lisbon School of Architecture (FAUL), NOVA School of
Social Sciences and Humanities, the Portuguese Society for Construction History Studies and the
University of the Azores. The contributions cover the wide interdisciplinary spectrum of Construction
History and consist on the most recent advances in theory and practical case studies analysis, following
themes such as: - epistemological issues; - building actors; - building materials; - building machines, tools
and equipment; - construction processes; - building services and techniques ; -structural theory and
analysis ; - political, social and economic aspects; - knowledge transfer and cultural translation of
construction cultures. Furthermore, papers presented at thematic sessions aim at covering important
problematics, historical periods and different regions of the globe, opening new directions for Construction
History research. We are what we build and how we build; thus, the study of Construction History is now
more than ever at the centre of current debates as to the shape of a sustainable future for humankind.
Therefore, History of Construction Cultures is a critical and indispensable work to expand our
understanding of the ways in which everyday building activities have been perceived and experienced in
different cultures, from ancient times to our century and all over the world.
The Rigveda: the Oldest Literature of the Indians - Adolf Kaegi 1886

Building Knowledge, Constructing Histories, Volume 1 - Ine Wouters 2018-07-11
Building Knowledge, Constructing Histories brings together the papers presented at the Sixth International
Congress on Construction History (6ICCH, Brussels, Belgium, 9-13 July 2018). The contributions present
the latest research in the field of construction history, covering themes such as: - Building actors - Building
materials - The process of building - Structural theory and analysis - Building services and techniques Socio-cultural aspects - Knowledge transfer - The discipline of Construction History The papers cover
various types of buildings and structures, from ancient times to the 21st century, from all over the world. In
addition, thematic papers address specific themes and highlight new directions in construction history
research, fostering transnational and interdisciplinary collaboration. Building Knowledge, Constructing
Histories is a must-have for academics, scientists, building conservators, architects, historians, engineers,
designers, contractors and other professionals involved or interested in the field of construction history.
This is volume 1 of the book set.
Eye of the Century - Francesco Casetti 2008
Acclaimed film scholar Francesco Casetti situates the cinematic experience within discourses of 20th
century modernity. He suggests that film defined a unique gaze not only because it recorded many of the
centuries most important events, but also because it determined the manner in which they were received.
Forever, Or a Long, Long Time - Perfection Learning Corporation 2020
Color and Colorimetry. Multidisciplinary Contributions - Maurizio Rossi 2012
The Aspern Papers - Henry James 2010-02-01
The Aspern Papers is a novella set in Venice. A young man travels to the city and takes lodgings with an old
woman--the former lover of the dead American poet Aspern. The man believes the old woman still has some
letters from Aspern and he ingratiates himself with her niece in an attempt to find them. Suspense builds
around the motives and actions of James' masterfully drawn characters.
Physical Models - Bill Addis 2020-11-02
Physical models have been, and continue to be used by engineers when faced with unprecedented
challenges, when engineering science has been non-existent or inadequate, and in any other situation when
the engineer has needed to raise their confidence in a design proposal to a sufficient level to begin
construction. For this reason, models have mostly been used by designers and constructors of highly
innovative projects, when previous experience has not been available. The book covers the history of using
of physical models in the design and development of civil and building engineering projects including
bridges in the mid-18th century, William Fairbairn?s Britannia bridge in the 1840s, the masonry Aswan
Dam in the 1890s, concrete dams in the 1920s, thin concrete shell roofs and the dynamic behaviour of tall
buildings in earthquakes from the 1930s, tidal flow in estuaries and the acoustics of concert halls from the
1950s, and cable-net and membrane structures in the 1960s. Traditionally, progress in engineering has
been attributed to the creation and use of engineering science, the understanding materials properties and
the development of new construction methods. The book argues that the use of reduced scale models have
played an equally important part in the development of civil and building engineering. However, like the
history of engineering design itself, this crucial contribution has not been widely reported or celebrated.
The book concludes with reviews of the current use of physical models alongside computer models, for
example, in boundary layer wind tunnels, room acoustics, seismic engineering, hydrology, and air flow in
buildings.
The Unseen - Nanni Balestrini 2012-01-02
For a brief explosive period in the mid-1970s, the young and the unemployed of Italy’s cities joined the
workers in an unexpectedly militant movement known simply as Autonomy (Autonomia). Its “politics of
refusal” united its opponents behind draconian measures more severe than any seen since the war. Nanni
Balestrini, the poet of youth rebellion, himself a victim of that repression, has invented a remarkable
fictional form to express the hopes and conflicts of the movement. In spare but vivid prose, The Unseen
follows Autonomy’s trajectory through the eyes of a single working-class protagonist—from high-school
rebellion, squatting and attempts to set up a free radio station to arrest and the brutalities of imprisonment.
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Hermit in Paris - Italo Calvino 2014
"The posthumously published collection Hermit in Paris draws together an array of Italo Calvino's
autobiographical writings that provide an illuminating and unexpectedly intimate portrait of one of the
postwar era's most inventive and fascinating writers. In these pages, Calvino recounts his experiences in
Italy's antifascist resistance, pays homage to his influences, traces the evolution of his literary style, and, in
one of the book's most humorous and entertaining sections, provides a wry commentary on his travels in
the United States in 1959 and 1960"-Structures and Architecture - Paulo J. Cruz 2013-06-27
Although the disciplines of architecture and structural engineering have both experienced their own
historical development, their interaction has resulted in many fascinating and delightful structures. To take
this interaction to a higher level, there is a need to stimulate the inventive and creative design of
architectural structures and to persua
Dying to Know You - Aidan Chambers 2012-04-23
A teenager discovers his voice in this contemporary love story from “one of young adult literature’s greatest
living writers” (Booklist). Shy teenager Karl is desperately in love with his girlfriend, Fiorella, a literary
enthusiast who’s asked him to write her a letter in which he reveals his true self. There’s just one problem .
. . Karl is dyslexic. Convinced that his attempts to express himself with words will end in disaster, Karl
tracks down Fiorella’s favorite novelist and begs him to take up the task. The famous writer unexpectedly
agrees, but on one condition: Karl must participate in a series of interviews so the author can pen an
authentic portrait of his affections. What follows is a series of misunderstandings, a startling revelation, and
an unusual bond that will change all three of their lives. A moving story of love and friendship, Dying to
Know You is the perfect novel for “that cloudy expanse between older teenager and younger adult, a novel
that doesn’t pretend to advise, but merely sees its characters for who they really are” (The Guardian). “This
quietly understated performance captures the wistfulness of music in a minor key.” —Kirkus Reviews
The State of Architecture. Aldo Rossi and the Tools of Internationalization - Sebastiano Fabbrini 2020
Although architecture was historically considered the most public of the arts and the interdependence
between building and the public realm was a key feature of the post-war discourse, the process of
postmodernization undermined some of the traditional structures of power through which architecture
operated. At the center of this shakeup was the modern structure par excellence: the State.00This book
analyzes the dissolution of the bond between architecture and the State through a double lens. First, this
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study is framed by the workings of an architect, Aldo Rossi, whose practice mirrored this transformation in
a unique way, going from Mussolini?s Italy to Reagan?s America, from the Communist Party to Disneyland.
The second lens is provided by a set of technological apparatuses that, in this pre-digital world, impacted
the reach of the State and the boundaries of architecture. Drawing on the multifaceted root of the term
?State,? this book sets out to explore a series of case studies that addressed the need to re-state
architecture ? both in the sense of relocating architecture within new structures of power and in the sense
of finding ways to keep reproducing it in those uncharted territories.
Art of Enigma - Keala Jewell 2010-11-01

Saviano has lived with twenty-four-hour police protection for more than eight years. During this time he has
come to know law enforcement agencies and officials around the world. With their cooperation, Savaiano
has broadened his perspective to take in the entire global “corporate” entity that is the drug trade and the
complex money-laundering operations that allow it to function, often with the help of the world’s biggest
banks. The result is a harrowing and groundbreaking synthesis of literary narrative and geopolitical
analysis exploring one of the most powerful dark forces in our economy. Saviano tracks the shift in the
cocaine trade’s axis of power, from Colombia to Mexico, and relates how the Latin American cartels and
gangs have forged alliances with crime syndicates across the globe. He charts the increasing sophistication
of these criminal entities as they diversify into other products and markets. He also reveals the astonishing
increase in the severity of violence as they have fought to protect and extend their power. Saviano is a
writer and journalist of rare courage and a thinker of impressive intellectual depth, able to see connections
between far-flung phenomena and bind them into a single epic story. Most drug-war narratives feel safely
removed from our own lives; Saviano offers no such comfort. Both heart-racing and eye-opening,
ZeroZeroZero is an investigative story like none other. Praise for ZerZeroZero: “[Saviano] has developed a
literary style that switches from vivid descriptions of human depravity to a philosophical consideration of
the meaning of violence in the modern world. . . . Most important of all is the hope Saviano gives to
countless victims of criminal violence by standing up to its perpetrators.” —Financial Times

ZeroZeroZero - Roberto Saviano 2016-08-30
An electrifying, internationally bestselling investigation of the global cocaine trade now a series on Prime
Video starring Andrea Riseborough, Dane DeHaan, and Gabriel Byrne, from the author of the #1
international bestseller Gomorrah “Zero zero zero” flour is the finest, whitest available. It is also the
nickname among narcotraffickers for the purest cocaine on the market. And it is the title of Roberto
Saviano’s unforgettable exploration of the inner workings of the global cocaine trade—its rules and armies,
and the true depth of its reach into the world economy. Saviano’s Gomorrah, his explosive account of the
Neapolitan mob, the Camorra, was a worldwide sensation. It struck such a nerve with the Camorra that
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